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Harvest hindered by
rules more than rain

SR City
Council
OKs aid
for fires
FEDERAL FUNDING »
$38.5M will help close
gap with housing stock
By WILL SCHMITT
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Santa Rosa council members
on Tuesday accepted a disaster relief plan that will give the
housing- and cash-strapped city
$38.5 million for new apartment
construction, while also calling
out findings that federal officials
underestimated the damage to
local homes in the 2017 wildfires
by more than half.
The grant funds for housing
represent a slice of the $124 million set aside by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for parts of Northern
and Southern California devastated by wildfires in 2017.
Santa Rosa was the hardest hit, losing more than
3,000 homes, or 5 percent of the
city’s housing stock.
But a city-funded consultant’s
report said postfire inspections
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency “grossly underestimated” how many homes
the fire damaged, council members revealed Tuesday
The flawed assessment led
to an analysis by HUD officials
that found the cost of repair or
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Employees William Melia, Kathy Graves, Eleanor McCall and Barbara McCall process dried marijuana plants Tuesday at the Justice Grown cannabis
warehouse in Santa Rosa. Justice Grown hopes its yield will reach 1,800 pounds as the harvest of commercial cannabis begins in Sonoma County.

County growers expect to rebound after 2017 fires with smaller, better crop
Employee
Annalisa
Hopper trims
the leaves off
buds of commercial cannabis Tuesday at
the warehouse
operated by
Justice Grown,
which cultivates
10 strains on a
1-acre property
southeast of
Santa Rosa.

By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

cloudy summer and an early rain
hampered Sonoma County’s
2018 outdoor cannabis haul, but the
mood remained optimistic among growers
one year after major wildfires marred the
newly regulated crop’s harvest.
By this time in the growing season, the
marijuana plants have been cut down
in the fields and taken to warehouses.
Workers are now cutting flower stalks off
thick stems, trimming and manicuring the
flowers before putting them in containers
to cure in cool, dry rooms.
Workers in a bright room inside a
warehouse Tuesday near the Charles M.
Schulz-Sonoma County Airport were nearly done trimming a cannabis strain called
strawberry diesel — one of 10 strains cultivated by Justice Grown in a 1-acre plot on
a sprawling, wooded property southeast of
Santa Rosa. The company lost nearly half
of their 2017 crop in the Nuns fire, director
of operations Shivawn Brady said.
“Last year would have been a fantastic
harvest, we were so close,” Brady said.
“We had significant crop loss, we had staff
who lost homes. So this year’s harvest was
very jubilant.”
There is no official tally yet for this

year’s Sonoma County outdoor cannabis crop, which covers roughly 20 acres,
according to county data. County Agricultural Commissioner Tony Linegar said
16 crop-loss inspections found several
cultivation sites experienced a total loss,
mostly because of the mold brought by
early October rainfall. His department
reports their findings to the county tax
collection department, which then adjusts
the tax requirement based on the loss.

“It was really an ideal season for a lot
of crops,” Linegar said. “The fly in the
ointment was the early rain, particularly
for cannabis.”
The major obstacle for cannabis cultivation in Sonoma County is not weather. It’s
regulation.
Terry Garrett, a managing member of
the Sonoma County GoLocal cooperative,
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“The fly in the ointment was the early rain, particularly for cannabis.”

CHINA TRADE WAR

US signaling
willingness
to strike deal

By MARK LANDLER
AND GLENN THRUSH
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump is projecting a
steely facade as he prepares for
a critical meeting on trade this
weekend with President Xi Jinping of China. But behind his
tough talk and threats of higher tariffs is a creeping anxiety
about the impact of a prolonged
trade war on the financial markets and the broader economy.
That could set the stage for a
truce between the United States
and China, several U.S. officials
said, in the form of an agreement that would delay new tariffs for several months while the
world’s two largest economies
try to work out the issues dividing them.
Such an outcome is not certain. Administration officials
have expressed deep disappointment with China’s response to

TONY LINEGAR, Sonoma County’s agricultural commissioner about the crop loss because of mold development
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Migrants face long wait at US-Mexico border
Some 6,000 to undergo
complex process once
they apply for asylum
By MIRIAM JORDAN
AND KIRK SEMPLE
NEW YORK TIMES

SAN DIEGO — In an overcrowded shelter at a sports complex south of the Mexican border, 6,000 migrants from Central
America have been waiting in
increasingly squalid conditions
— and with an increasing sense
of desperation — to cross into
the United States.
On the other side of the border, though, many of those who
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have successfully made it across
have found that the weeks they
spent in Mexico trying to enter
the United States have led to
even more challenges ahead.
They are waiting, too.
Yarely Elizabeth Palomo, who
said she set out from Honduras
to the United States six months
ago with her young daughter,
had been 991st in line when she
arrived at the border in Tijuana,
Mexico, and waited two weeks
for her number to be called by
U.S. immigration authorities.
On Tuesday, she sat in a makeshift shelter that had been set up
in a Methodist church in San Diego for the migrants who have
slowly begun trickling through
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from the thousands massed on
the other side of the border. She
said she was uncertain where
she was headed or whether she
would be allowed to stay after
telling the U.S. authorities about
the gang violence that she said
drove her from her home.
“I’m here for now. I’m not
sure what comes next,” she said.
Some of those at the shelter
said they were not even sure
when they would be given the
opportunity to apply for asylum
in the United States.
“I tried to ask for asylum at
the border. They didn’t let me,”
said Víctor Manuel Galdamez,
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Migrants are apprehended Aug. 13 by law enforcement agents in Laredo,
Texas. A new study by the Pew Research Center shows a significant
decline in undocumented immigration for more than a decade.
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